No Limits
To Learning!

Topic Title:

Back to Basics

Year Group: 5

Academic Year: 2020 to 2021

Art Intent: Children will have an understanding of communication at the start of our world history.
Prior Learning in Art/Linked Topics:

Literacy Links (including
texts/media used):

Clay modelling in Year 4

Stone Age Boy

Maths Links:
Estimating the amount
of materials needed for
basket

Drawing

Painting and Colour

Texture

Pattern

Form

Printing

Tone Texture Shape and
Form

Watercolour, acrylics,
ready made paint

Collage, weaving,
threads, fibres,
fabrics, surfaces,
wood, clay

Painted, printed, dyed
rubbed, imprinted,
embossed

3D experience, rigid and
malleable materials, clay,
plasticene, mod roc

Fingers, hands,
vegetables, card, wood,
string, lino, clay,
polystyrene







Select and
use materials
to achieve a
specific
outcome





Use relief/imprint
to create intricate
and well-designed
pieces involving
pattern and
texture



Use sketchbook to
inform, plan and
develop ideas



No Limits
To Learning!

Content:

Key: Resources Required:

Key Vocabulary:
Homosapien, cave paintings, pictorial evidence

1. Introduction to Stone Age through cave
paintings. Looking at evidence and drawing
own cave paintings using graphite pencils.

Cave paintings, sketch books

2. Children to create their own cave paintings
on clay using tools to create a relief pattern.

Clay, clay tools

Clay, relief, carving, 3d, malleable materials, natural
resources

A variety of container made of natural materials.
Variety of materials for practising weaving

Wattle, weaving, natural materials, gathering, design

Natural materials depending on the plan

As above

Fruit to gather

Hunting and gathering, effectiveness

3. Research baskets used for gathering in the
Stone Age. Discuss the materials used and
their effectiveness. Practice weaving with
paper and design a basket.
4. Make a basket using natural materials and
skills learnt.
5. Measure effectiveness of baskets made by
gathering fruit.
Stunning Start/Marvellous Middle/Fabulous Finish:

Artists: NA

SS: Trip to Butser Farm

OAA/Trips/Visits/Visitors: Butser Farm

MM: Hunting and Gathering
FF: Make a Fire. Parents in to see work.

